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RobobAI Supplier Management digitises and centralises your
compliance data to give you greater visibility over your suppliers.
It enables you to proactively manage supply chain 'blind spots',
mitigate potential risks and highlight opportunities to support
more sustainable and diverse businesses. Improving supplier
compliance is also critical to protecting your brand reputation
and meeting imminent increases in legislative requirements. 
 

 Vendor Compliance  
Is business continuity and supply
chain resilience your holy grail?  
 

To enhance your risk visibility even further, talk to us about how to couple compliance with RobobAI Third 
Party Risk Management products. 3rd party filters would exponentially enhance your ability to make data 
driven decisions across areas of sanctions, ESG, cyber and more, to bolster resilience across your supply chain. 

optimise supplier sourcing  
reduce high risk tail suppliers 
validate insurances and accreditation risks 
reduce goods and service supplier cost 
improve efficiency through supplier self service 
improve crisis response through supplier broadcasting including ‘new business alerts’ 

RobobAI Vendor Management will mean you can do more with less
Under the hood, you would be able to : 

suppliers with easy to manage, smart questionnaires. This allows you to identify potential risk or weakness
within your supply chain before they turn into costly problems.

Enhance Risk Mitigation 
Proactively monitor and assesses 

Get a clearer picture
of the overall risk exposure across your supply chain by improving visibility of your suppliers’ compliance data.

with your suppliers. Everyone involved can improve the way they identify and mitigate
risks, leading to a more resilient and sustainable supply chain.

can be achieved as a result of improved supplier communication via a shared platform for data and
feedback. Build trust and promote collaboration, leading to better supplier performance and overall
relationship strength. 

Create a collaborative risk management approach

Improved transparency and collaboration

Improve Supplier Relationships 

Leverage RobobAI Supplier Management to

including contracts, audits, and certifications.  This eliminates the need for manual record-keeping and
simplifies the compliance process. 

from the unique RobobAI validation functionality. Intelligent search enables you to search supplier documents
for specific parameters, including keep track of documentation expiry dates so you can proactively manage these
directly and quickly with suppliers to minimise their impact on your compliance.

Automate due diligence

Centralise supplier documentation

Realise real value

Streamline Compliance Management 

checks on new and existing suppliers, saving you time and resources while ensuring you only partner with
responsible and compliant vendors. 

Investing in compliance can ultimately lead to a more efficient and more resilient supply chain 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/robobai/
https://twitter.com/RobobaiGlobal
https://robobai.com/robobai-demonstration/
https://robobai.com/contact-us/

